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About RFC6614 (RADIUS/TLS / „Radsec“)

- Published May 2012 as Experimental
- Use TLS to encrypt RADIUS packets
- Mutual authentication via certificates, optional TLS-PSK (without further specification)
- Wide deployment in eduroam®
  - Connection between National Roaming Operators
  - Mandatory for connection between NRO and institutions in Germany
Why RFC6614bis?

- Bump the protocol from „Experimental“ to „Proposed Standard“
- Add additional specification from deployment experience
  - Update TLS versions and MTI cipher suites (Make TLS1.3 mandatory?)
  - Add more text for TLS-PSK to use Radsec without PKI
  - Add possibility for Raw Public Keys
  - Add Server Name Indication
  - <insert your needed update here>

- Authors/Editors/Reviewers welcome.
Discussion/Questions?
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